A new tunable cw far-infrared difference-frequency spectrometer has been developed by mixing two single-mode visible dye lasers separated by terahertz frequencies in an ultrahigh-speed photoconductor. The photomixer device is fabricated with submicrometer interdigital electrodes driving a broadband self-complementary spiral antenna on epitaxial low-temperature-grown (LTG) GaAs material. The LTG-GaAs material has subpicosecond recombination lifetimes, facilitating the ultrafast response of the mixer. The coherent far-infrared radiation is coupled out of the rear surface of the GaAs substrate using an aplanatic Si lens and is detected by a conventional Si-composite bolometer at T Å 4.2 K. We have obtained usable signal-to-noise ratios for radiation from 0.1 to 1.0 THz using 584-nm dye laser pumps with the prospect of reaching 2 or 3 THz with pump wavelengths closer to the GaAs bandgap. The instrumental linewidth is currently about 2 MHz, limited by the jitter of the dye lasers. Baseline normalization is necessary to compensate for amplitude fluctuations of the lasers and for the strong fringes arising from standing waves between the source and detector and within the detector dewar. The instrument has been used to obtain SO 2 self-broadening coefficients for pure rotational transitions in several Q branches. ᭧
I. INTRODUCTION
or Schottky-barrier diodes (16) (17) (18) (19) . Two CO 2 lasers can be mixed in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) point-contact diodes (20) and further mixed with microwaves to provide A number of broadly tunable coherent mid-infrared radiagreater tunability (21) . Harmonic generation from microtion sources have been developed for high-resolution molecwave klystrons, Gunn oscillators, and other solid state ular spectroscopy using difference-frequency mixing of cw devices also access portions of this range as well as fundadye (1-3), Ti:sapphire (4), and diode (5) lasers in various mental radiation from carcinotrons (22) and other backwardbulk nonlinear optical crystals. Extension to the far-infrared wave oscillators (BWOs) (23, 24) . Most of these microwaveby mixing cw CO 2 lasers in GaAs has been demonstrated type systems use fast Schottky diodes as harmonic generators (6) , but with the reduction of conversion efficiency by the or mixers for phase locking. Low-temperature bolometers square of the difference frequency in the small signal regime.
are generally used to detect the radiation from these farThe conversion efficiency can be increased to the Manleyinfrared sources, although heterodyne detection has been Rowe photon conservation limit with pulsed laser sources demonstrated for the far-infrared laser-sideband system (17) (7) (8) (9) , usually at the expense of lower resolution. Photomixand the BWOs have enough power for photoacoustic (23) ing, on the other hand, is frequency independent below the or, perhaps, pyroelectric detection. The resolution, precision, inverse lifetime of the material and RC time constants of and accuracy of all these other THz sources currently exceed the device (10, 11) and shows great promise for generation those of the photomixer described here, whose linewidth is of far-infrared radiation in ultrafast photodetectors. We delimited by laser jitter (which could be reduced with faster scribe here a cw photomixer spectrometer based on beating intracavity tuning elements if necessary). Our principal intertwo visible dye lasers in a photoconductor fabricated with est in the photomixer is the relative ease and speed of tuning submicrometer interdigital electrodes on low-temperaturethe broadband visible pump lasers and the prospects for grown (LTG) GaAs (11) (12) (13) . This may be regarded as the pumping with compact, efficient, and inexpensive semicondirect frequency domain analog of the pulsed femtosecond ductor diode lasers. laser generation of THz electrical signals (14, 15) .
Several other tunable coherent far-infrared laser and microwave sources have also been developed for high-resolu-II. PHOTOMIXING tion molecular spectroscopy. Conventional molecular farinfrared lasers, usually pumped by a high-power CO 2 laser, With two incident lasers of powers P 1 and P 2 and frequencies v 1 and v 2 , the power detected by a photovoltaic or photooperate on discrete lines, but can provide tunable sidebands when mixed with microwave radiation in fast point-contact conductive device is given by or number of electron-hole pairs generated per absorbed
1/2 cos(vt), [1] photon and is near unity for GaAs, h t is the surface transmission which is É0.67 for the 3.65 refractive index of uncoated where P 0 Å P 1 / P 2 is the total cw power,
GaAs, h a is the unmasked active area relative to the illumiis the angular frequency difference, and h m is the mixing nated area which is É0.9 for the interdigitated electrodes efficiency arising from the interference of the two laser here, t is the effective electron-hole lifetime, v Å (v 1 / v 2 )/2 fields. h m ranges between 0 and 1 and approaches unity is the average optical photon frequency, and t tr is the carrier when the beams have the same polarization and overlap transit time between electrodes. The transit time for an elecspatially, and when the relative phase fronts are aligned trode spacing of w g , an electron-hole mobility, m e,h , and an parallel within Ӷl/2d, where d is the aperture of the detecapplied bias voltage, V b (part of which may be built into a tor. These are not difficult conditions to satisfy experipn or Schottky junction or lost due to contact or lead resismentally, but small fluctuations in the alignment can be tance) is a significant noise contribution, as we will show. In Eq.
[1], we neglect the sum frequency to which the detector
The resulting photocurrent can then be shown (10, 11) to The ac photocurrent in Eq. [2] generates an rf power at be frequency v of
i 0 Å h q h t h a eP 0 t/hvt tr [3] Here R L is the effective load resistance of the circuit or impedance of the antenna, C is the device capacitance, and and the phase shift is h c (v) represents a (possibly frequency-dependent) antenna coupling factor. Equation [6] is clearly maximized for equal f Å tan 01 (1/vt). [4] power in the incident beams. At low beat frequencies, the maximum available rf power into a real load, such as a 50-V coax termination, is i either from the dc current or with a real load driving a lasers are both pumped by an argon laser providing Ç3 W at 515 nm divided roughly equally by a beamsplitter cube. broadband oscilloscope or an rf spectrum analyzer. In a typi-
The dye lasers generate 50 to 100 mW of power near the cal device here, for P 0 Ç 50 mW, we observe i 0 Ç 0.5 mA; peak gain of rhodamine 6G dye at Ç584 nm. We observe so the available power is Ç6 mW. Typical low-temperature no strong visible wavelength dependence of the photomixing bolometer detectors in the far infrared have stated noisein the range of this dye. Both dye lasers are jitter-stabilized to equivalent-powers of õ1 pW/ Hz so we expect reasonably external confocal Fabry-Perot étalons using the commercial high signal-to-detector-noise ratios.
edge-lock servo control. The tunable ring laser output is horizontally polarized (dashed line), whereas the fixed dye
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
laser is vertically polarized (solid line); so the bulk of the tunable radiation from the R Ç 95% beamsplitter (Bs) is The high-speed photoconductor mixer used here consists directed through a half-wave plate (HWP) to rotate its polarof a 20 1 20 mm interdigital electrode array, with 0.2-mm ization to vertical. The two laser beams are then combined fingers separated by 1.8-mm gaps, coupled to a broadband with an R Ç 50% beamsplitter (BS) and focused onto the 3-turn self-complementary spiral antenna fabricated on an LTG-GaAs photomixer with a 25-mm focal length lens. The epitaxial layer of LTG-GaAs as described in Ref. (13) . The far-infrared difference frequency radiation is extracted from photocarrier lifetime of the material was t Ç 0.35 psec as the rear surface of the GaAs substrate and partially collimeasured by time-resolved photoreflectance (25), using a mated by an aplanatic Si lens in physical contact with the mode-locked subpicosecond Ti:sapphire laser, and the pho-chip. The THz radiation then traverses a 50-cm sample cell tomixer frequency response was obtained by beating cw using teflon lenses as windows, whence it is detected by a fixed-frequency (standing-wave) and tunable (ring) Ti:sap-Si-composite bolometer operated at T Å 4.2 K. The open phire lasers (13) . For application to high-resolution molecu-air path is kept õ5 cm to minimize atmospheric water vapor lar spectroscopy in the THz regime, we have used a similar absorption in certain spectral regions. pair of jitter-stabilized, continuously tunable, linear-scanSome of the laser diagnostic and control components are controlled dye lasers.
also indicated in Fig. 1 . The other half of the visible light A schematic of our optical system is shown in Fig. 1 . The rejected by the beamsplitter combiner is directed to a wavemeter for coarse wavelength measurement ({0.001 nm), a single-mode fixed (standing-wave) and tunable (ring) dye high-resolution confocal étalon (not shown) of free spectral One or both of the lasers are mechanically chopped by a rotating wheel (Chop) at 200 Hz for synchronous detecrange Ç300 MHz and finesse Ç100, or a fast Si photodiode (MRD510) with bandwidth of Ç1 GHz for displaying beats tion of the bolometer signal. Frequency modulation of the lasers is also a possibility, but we are interested in with an rf spectrum analyzer. This beat enables us to measure the convolved jitter of the dye lasers pertinent to the far-lineshapes and broadening coefficients in this study, which are more directly obtained by amplitude modulainfrared instrumental linewidth, while the 300-MHz confocal étalon can apportion the contributions. The ring laser jitter tion. The bolometer consists of a small Si thermistor chip bonded to the front of a 5-mm-diameter, 0.1-mm-thick (full-width-half-maximum) is Ç1 MHz and the standingwave laser jitter is Ç3 MHz, which can be reduced to Ç2 sapphire substrate with a thin absorbing Bi coating on the rear surface, with a combined 3-dB electrothermal MHz by electronic adjustments that increase the susceptibilfrequency response of Ç300 Hz. The bolometer assembly ity of the laser to mode hops. Most of the remaining jitter is mounted behind the 5-mm exit aperture of a parabolic is at too high a frequency for the piezoelectric mirror mounts Winston cone radiation collector. A cold (4.2 K) longto follow, but in principle could be reduced using faster wavelength (ú100 mm) pass filter, consisting of a wedged electro-optic phase modulators.
crystal quartz plate coated with a garnet powder scatterer The drift of the fixed dye laser is stabilized relative to a and a black polyethylene film, is used to reduce backpolarization-stabilized 633-nm He-Ne laser using a ramped ground radiation and scattered visible light. The external confocal Fabry-Perot étalon of FSR Ç 1500 MHz and fiwindow on the bolometer dewar is wedged Teflon (which nesse Ç50. This same étalon is used to simultaneously moniwe found to be slightly porous) or TPX plastic. tor and linearly control the scanning of the tunable ring laser
The noise-equivalent-power (NEP) of the bolometer as (26) and to generate calibration markers for the far-infrared measured by the manufacturer from the dc current -voltdifference-frequency spectrum. The horizontally and vertiage characteristics and the rms dark current noise is cally polarized laser beams are kept on distinct channels by the polarizing beam splitters and separate photodiode Ç0.13 pW/ Hz at 4.2 K. Ideally, the radiation-absorbing Bi coating has the proper surface resistivity, r 0 /(n s 0 1), detectors. This linear scan control increases the precision for interpolating between markers, and greatly aids the repro-to eliminate reflections from the rear surface (27) . Here r 0 is the impedance of free space, 377 V per square, and ducibility of scans for baseline normalization and pressure dependence, as we will show. n s is the sapphire substrate refractive index. However,
Copyright ᭧ 1996 by Academic Press, Inc. even such an ideal coating does not affect reflections from If we assume that the above 85 GHz calibration of the bolometer is valid for frequencies up to the filter cutoff, the window, filters, or front surface of the substrate or transmission to the reflective metal mounting bracket, all we find that our photomixer generates Ç0.5 mW at lower frequencies to a few nW at Ç1 THz, as shown in Fig. 2 . of which introduce standing waves or baseline channeling due to interference of the far-infrared radiation, as dis-For beat frequencies near 85 GHz, we confirmed this power level using the waveguide power meter with the cussed below.
We crudely calibrated the bolometer responsivity to ra-pyramidal horn collector. Also shown in Fig. 2 are power vs frequency measurements with photomixing devices of diation by illuminating it with Ç85 GHz millimeter radiation obtained from a Gunn diode oscillator, suitably atten-the same size and smaller pumped by the Ti:sapphire lasers at Ç780 nm. The improved frequency response for uated and monitored with a commercial waveguide power meter which has a minimum detectable signal of Ç0.01 the smaller (8 1 8 mm) device is expected from its reduced capacitance. However, the wavelength dependence of the mW. Coupling from the microwave W-band waveguide to the bolometer utilized a conical horn and pair of Teflon frequency response is somewhat surprising and may result from the reduced absorption depth for visible light, or lenses. The transfer efficiency of this quasi-optical system is estimated to be Ç64 { 10%, based on recapture of the from longer photocarrier lifetimes or transit times due to nonparabolicity of the conduction band in the direct gap radiation in a pyramidal horn to the waveguide power meter or video detector. At this frequency, we obtained a and possible indirect gap excitation at the visible pump wavelengths. responsivity of the bolometer down from the manufacturer's specification by a factor of Ç22, with a corresponding IV. SPECTROSCOPIC CONSIDERATIONS increase in the effective NEP. Though we scanned the Gunn diode Ç1 GHz without any improvement, this may All of the spectra presented here are normalized against laser amplitude fluctuations by dividing the bolometer sigbe at a local minimum in the standing-wave pattern. nal from the far-infrared radiation by the product of the mechanical variation of the far-infrared fringes make this possible. However, a noise level of 1 to 2% remains on incident laser powers. We use real-time analog integrated circuits for the multiplier and divider functions to mini-the ratioed trace, which we attribute primarily to relative alignment fluctuations of the two dye lasers due to dye mize the stored data channels. Since this analog ratio technique requires closely matched time constants, the cw jet flow instabilities, air currents, and mirror vibrations, though some may be contributed by laser frequency jitter power from the tunable dye laser is multiplied with the chopped fixed dye laser power (derived from the pho-on the highly structured baseline discriminant. The ''alignment'' noise could be greatly reduced with a fartomixer current), and the ac product is integrated in a second lock-in whose output is divided into the bolometer infrared sample/reference ratio as mentioned above, were it not for the strong fringing in the separate paths. In this lock-in output. Here we used a 40-ms time constant for both lock-ins with a 12 dB/octave rolloff, and we digitized frequency range, the detector noise, obtained by blocking the lasers, is not visible on this scale. At higher frequency, the ratioed signal at 20 Hz for computerized data acquisition and processing. Frequency scan markers were re-when the gain is increased to compensate for the weaker far-infrared signal, detector noise becomes a factor. corded on a 101 finer grid to enhance the calibration interpolation and precision. A typical scan contains 6000
In Fig. 4 , we show a portion of the r Q 5 subbranch of SO 2 (P Å 19 Pa) near 562 GHz. The upper trace is the data points recorded in 5 min. In principle, the normalization could be done by splitting the far-infrared beam into direct transmission spectrum and the lower its second derivative, which is obtained numerically by twice shifting a sample and reference channel with separate (or timemultiplexed) detectors, as in our mid-infrared difference-the trace about a linewidth and subtracting. This method is effective in suppressing baseline variations when the frequency spectrometer (1). However, the expense of a second bolometer and the strong standing-wave patterns spectral features are much sharper than the fringes and when it is not convenient to pump and fill the cell for each in the separate beams make this less desirable.
An indication of the severity of the standing-wave pat-trace. For lineshape studies, however, when the linewidths may be comparable to the fringe spacing, derivative techtern is shown in Fig. 3 . There, the middle trace is a transmission scan from 135 to 180 GHz through an evacuated niques are less reliable than an empty cell normalization.
In Fig. 5a , we show a 45-GHz scan of the SO 2 (P Å 41 cell. The highly structured baseline is not noise and is quite reproducible, as seen from a second trace displaced Pa) r Q 8 subbranch region near 865 GHz normalized to an empty cell trace, each recorded in 5 min with 6000 sample below by 0.3 units for clarity. The fine fringes arise from the source to detector spacing, which is variable, and the points. Since each point represents 7.5 MHz, it was necessary to pressure broaden the lines slightly to increase the coarser fringes arise mainly from the optical elements within the detector dewar. We have been unable to sup-instrumental response because of the 40-msec lock-in time constant. The Doppler width for SO 2 at this frequency press these fringes by tilting the dewar or lenses or by removing the Winston cone or changing filters or padding is only Ç1.3 MHz FWHM. Along the zero transmission baseline, we also show the detector noise level in this the path with attenuators. Fortunately, the fringes become less severe at higher frequencies. The top trace in Fig. 3 trace when the lasers are blocked. The r Q 8 subbranchhead is shown expanded in Fig. 5b at lower pressure with a is the ratio of the bottom two (arbitrarily multiplied by 0.9), removing most of the fringe pattern. The reproduc-slower scan rate. A turn around is observed at J Å 14, whose spacing from the J Å 13 line of Ç2. 5 MHz is ibility of the linear scan rate and the slow thermal or clearly resolved with the instrumental linewidth of Ç2 the regular pattern of Q-branch lines. The Q branchheads are strongly blended at the higher pressures, so the broadMHz here.
The frequencies of these SO 2 transitions are extremely enings of the blended transitions are obtained at lower pressures, sometimes with constraints that average adjawell predicted by the constants determined from the microwave and far-infrared FTIR data (28) . The rms devia-cent lines and fix their relative positions and intensities.
Consequently, the broadening coefficients for the blended tion of the measured spectral line frequencies from the predictions is Ç0.6 MHz, which is close to the precision transitions are more poorly determined than for the wellresolved transitions. expected for this dye laser system, judging from the reproducibility of successive traces. This precision reflects the The broadening coefficients for the J transitions in the three Q branches are presented in Table 1 with unreliable jitter and residual scan drifts and nonlinearities of the particular pump lasers and the signal-to-noise ratio of the values for the strongly blended branchhead lines suppressed. These broadening coefficients are obtained as a measurements and is not inherent in the photomixing process. Of course, the precision limits the absolute accuracy weighted average (29) of the Lorentzian component halfwidths in the Voigt fits for the various pressure traces. of the spectrometer, which in turn depends upon the calibration of reference absorption lines. Using the calculated The uncertainties given in parentheses in the tables are one statistical standard deviation (29) and do not include SO 2 spectrum (28) as a reference, we obtain a free spectral range of 1507.43(1) MHz for our scan control interferome-systematic errors in the pressure or frequency calibrations.
Also, undetected blends of isotopic or hot band transitions ter (CFP in Fig. 1) .
In Fig. 6 , we show 11.25 GHz scans of the r Q 10 sub-may yield some anomalous broadenings without much effect on the error bars. branch of SO 2 just above 1 THz for pressures of 4 and 140 Pa normalized to an empty cell trace. The self-broad-
The results in Table 1 indicate little J dependence for ening is quite obvious at the higher pressure and the the broadenings in a given r Q K a subbranch, but the K a branchhead is completely blended, effectively saturating dependence is significant. This is better illustrated in Fig. the transmission. Just above 1 THz, the detector noise 8 where we compare our results to some semiclassical level, also shown here, is comparable to the ''alignment'' Anderson -Tsao -Curnutte calculations by Tejwani (30) . noise and establishes a practical limit to the frequency The Tejwani results exhibit very similar J and K a depenrange of the present spectrometer. Hopefully, smaller de-dence though the absolute values are considerably lower vices, faster materials, and longer wavelength pump lasers than measured here. We believe the discrepancy can be will permit us to extend this range to 2 or 3 THz.
attributed principally to the neglect of dipole -quadrupole and higher multipole forces by Tejwani and, to a small Crm (1.59 D), some 3% smaller than (1.634 D) now genFor the self-broadening study, we recorded a series of erally accepted (31). A small sample of R-branch transi-11.25-GHz scans at various pressures of SO 2 up to Ç143 tions given in Table 2 also exhibit a strong rotational Pa (Ç1.1 Torr) of the r Q K a subbranches for K a Å 5, 8, and dependence for the self-broadening coefficients, similar 10. The lowest pressure traces, near 4 or 5 Pa, were pri-to the microwave data summarized in Ref. (30) and some marily limited to the instrumental and Doppler widths and more recent infrared measurements (32, 33), warranting the transitions were fit with Gaussian profiles to establish an updated theoretical study. the effective ''zero'' pressure resolution limit. The observed lineshapes in the low-pressure traces were slightly
